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Details of Visit:

Author: badsin
Location 2: Just Off Ashbourne Road
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 12 Jan 2013 15.30
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07976150891

The Premises:

Clean and tidy ground floor flat, same location as Princess Pippa from one of my previous reports.

The Lady:

Tall slim mixed race lady, bout 20 years old, bout a size 8, long flowing black hair, beautiful eyes
and very well presented in nice lingerie.
She is a student, so only has limited availability. 

The Story:

Nice chit chat, as we got undressed.
Kimi offered a massage, I wasn't that bothered so Kimi pounced on me as I lay on the bed. She was
covering my face and neck with sensuous passionate kisses and intermittently ramming her tongue
into my mouth!. She really is a hot lady.
After plenty of groping and exploring of each others bodies, Kimi found my cock and wanked him to
a level of stiffness I don't think I known since I was about 14!. That was it then, straight down the
bed for Kimi to deliver some glorious OWO, whilst maintaining good eye contact throughout.
Kimi looked up, and asked if i'd fuck her...... whats a guy to say ehh?

Kimi applied the rubber, and slowly lowered herself onto my still raging member. Kimi was clearly
loving this as my cock was sliding in and out wonderfully, and my genital area was becoming fairly
wet with all her lovely juices flowing from her pussy. Kimi would lean over whilst still riding me to
indulge in some very passionate kissing and groping, whilst ensuring she was still sliding along my
pole.

We continued like this for the rest of out time together, changing positions a few times. Kimi still
being incredibly wet, and none stop passionate kissing. We even indulged in some serious dirty talk
- which I think she found quite horny.

As the inevitable conclusion drew closer, I pulled Kimi towards me with her legs high over my
shoulders and pounded her sopping pussy for all I was worth - whilst telling her I was going to fill
her with my cum. This seemed to genuinely arouse her, and as I came inside her she pulled me in
tight and physically shuddered as I thrust my seed to the end of the bag.
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Glorious, exotic type lady, with a fantastic attitude and makes you feel 12 feet tall as you walk out of
the premesis.

NUFFSED
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